
Path Tutorial - Module 7: Researching with Google 

Video Script 

Where do you usually go to start your research? For many people, it’s a search engine like Google. 
Google is a great place to go to find websites about your topic.  

For our topic – recycling – we might try a general Google search for campus recycling. This brings back 
over 600,000 results, but we can see by browsing through the hits on the first page that many of them 
are from .edu websites, from colleges, universities, and other educational institutions, though we do 
have a few .coms and .orgs throughout.  

If we want to filter to only .edu websites, we can add site:.edu to our search. When we search again, 
we’re down to 81,700 results – still too many to go through, but all of these are now .edu sites.  

If we wanted to get a little more specific, we can actually go and search a particular website. If we 
wanted more information about UNCG, for instance, we can change our site to site:uncg.edu. This 
decreases our results pretty dramatically. Everything that’s listed here is about campus recycling at 
UNCG.  

If we want to get even more specific, for instance, if we’re looking for statistics about campus recycling 
at UNCG, we can add statistics to our search, which narrows it down even further. Many colleges and 
universities produce reports in pdf format. If we want to look for pdf format that we can easily 
download and save, we can change our search again, adding filetype:pdf.  

At this point, all 29 of our results are about campus recycling statistics at uncg.edu with a filetype of 
PDF. You can see more options by clicking Advanced Search on any Google Screen.  

Have questions about finding high quality websites to use for your research? You can always Ask Us. 


